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Post-Pandemic Design 
A year into the pandemic, we take a look at how buildings and spaces may change going 
forward 
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170 N. Fifth St., Brooklyn, NY. Photo courtesy of RKTB Architects. 

This past year has been unlike any we've ever experienced. With a 

global pandemic changing the way we do and think about everything 

around us, and now, with the vaccination efforts going strong across 

the country, we've decided to take a beat and see how the 

Coronavirus is going to change the way buildings and spaces are 

designed in the future. We spoke to a variety of architects across the 

United States to see what changes they've been seeing clients 

request, and to get a feel for what they expect to see in the coming 

months and years in a variety of different spaces. 

Overall, the general consensus is that the health and wellness of the occupants of a 

space will play a larger role in how buildings are designed. Tim Keil, RA. principal at 

STUDIO MA (httP-s:1/studioma.com/) in Phoenix, says he thinks wellness is going to 

factor much more heavily into how everyone approaches the built environment. 

"Whether for new office space, industrial, health care, education or residential, I think 

design decisions, and therefore budget, will begin to track toward addressing occupant 

well-being and focus on contributing more to health and safety, not just the primary 

functions." 

Additionally, there is an inherent need for flexibility and adaptability in spaces, a way for 

things to change in a moment's notice. As Keil says, "We would want to continue looking 

at how we can build flexibility into space types that previously haven't been designed to 

be especially adaptable. How can we design a space that's typically meant for a small 

group to quickly and easily accommodate social distancing that isn't just reducing 

occupancy? Are there ways that we can build in solutions via the mechanical or lighting 

systems, partitions and furniture, even circulation in ways that are responsive, not 

reactive, to health crises and inherently contribute to increased well-being?" 
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